
Accelerate digital transformation 
using Microsoft Power Platform – 
a business assessment by Virtusa
Onboarding digital adoption at the enterprise level using Power Platform

Digitalization of business applications and process automation is essential for an organization to 
remain competitive in the market. For successful digital transformation, organizations must take 
a holistic approach to plan and set up the right transformation road map by adopting appropriate 
technologies with long-term objectives.

With extensive experience in managing and running large transformation programs on the 
Microso� Power Platform, Virtusa’s business process and application assessment provide a  
clear road map for digitalizing legacy applications and processes by addressing and mitigating  
the challenges. 

We help organizations lay a strong digital foundation using the Power Platform ecosystem. Our 
process mitigates challenges and risks by doing end-to-end (Design to Go-live) proof of concept 
by transforming all essential legacy end-user computing applications and automating tedious 
business processes. 
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Capabilities 
Redefine your digital adaptation journey using the Power Platform with Virtusa.

Our proven assessment methodology does a 360-degree analysis of EUC applications and critical business 
processes, including data and security.

Using Virtusa’s 3R matrix (Retire, Retain, Re-Platform) framework, we prioritize business application lists 
and perform proof of concept for critical business processes and applications. This process mitigates the 
potential risk and enables organizations to enter the digital age using the Power Platform ecosystem.

Why clients are choosing Virtusa
Virtusa has various Power Platform offerings such as services, adoption workshops, and strategic initiatives to 
help your enterprise accelerate digital transformation and leverage the benefits of advanced Microsoft low code 
and no-code technology. 

As a Microsoft Gold Partner, Virtusa offers end-to-end services like consulting, custom development, migration, 
and upgrade applications on the Power Platform and M365 vertical.

Benefits of this assessment :

• Accelerate digitalization using Power Platform and 
increase collaboration in the organization

• Highlight effective business processes with 
automation potential to improve overall productivity

• 25-30% reduction in time on analysis, assessment, 
and POC phase

• Digitalization road map with approximate next 
three years cost and ROI

• Retirement of legacy applications

• Foundation for robust application governance 
& security

Assessment

Proof of concept Analysis

Digital transformation 
using Power Platform - 

An assessment
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Success stories
A European bank adopted the Power Platform-
based digital transformation journey using Virtusa’s 
offering and did a holistic assessment with POCs to 
mitigate future risks.

The client planned to embark on a digital 
transformation journey to optimize the cost, security, 
compliance, and governance process. They wanted 
to assess existing EUC applications and business 
processes and develop a transformation roadmap. 

Virtusa did a robust assessment of existing EUC 
applications and processes and helped the client 
produce a realistic and practical list of applications 
and business processes for digital transformation. 
Using the Power Platform offerings, we helped the 
client implement these processes and transform 
applications using a fusion development approach.

Benefits

67% reduction in the number of manual processes 
by automation

85% reduction in the number of EUC Applications

Security and Reliability Improvement

Robust Application Governance & Controls
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